
EL GRUPO SN
El Grupo SN, a New York-based hospitality
company, is known for owning and operating
some of the hottest nightclubs and restaurants
in New York City.
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OUR HISTORY

Founded by Nathan Leong and Sameer Qureshi, El Grupo SN is a New York-
based hospitality company that delivers unforgettable experiences at its
world-class nightclubs, restaurants, and event spaces.

With decades of combined experience, Sameer and Nathan have curated a
collection of venues that are synonymous with luxury, sophistication, and
innovation. From the breathtaking views at Somewhere Nowhere NYC to
the intimate vibes at 9 Jones, each El Grupo SN destination offers
something unique and special. 

But what truly sets El Grupo SN apart is its commitment to providing the
highest level of hospitality & unique experiences to every guest. From the
moment you arrive, you'll be treated like family, and the team will go above
and beyond to ensure that you have a truly memorable experience.

El Grupo SN: New York's Premier Nightlife Destination

We don’t follow trends, we set them!
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Meet
The Founders
Sameer Qureshi is a seasoned serial entrepreneur and industry veteran
with over 20 years of experience in the hospitality and energy sectors.
His career has spanned various key roles, including corporate finance,
project finance, and marketing. Currently, Sameer serves as the CEO of
Royale Group, a prominent management and marketing firm
representing some of New York City's top-tier hospitality brands.
Additionally, he is the owner of El Grupo SN, a lifestyle hospitality
company with NYC properties.

In 2021, Sameer achieved remarkable success with the launch of
Somewhere Nowhere Lounge and rooftop, quickly becoming one of the
city's highest-grossing nightclubs. He has also recently introduced 9
Jones, a West Village restaurant to critical acclaim .
Residing in Manhattan with his wife and two daughters, Sameer
Qureshi is renowned for his marketing skills and ability to create
companies with mission driven cultures SAMEER QURESHI



Meet
The Founders
Nathan Leong, originally from Puerto Rico, immersed
himself in the vibrant world of nightlife and music upon
relocating to New York in the early 2000s. His journey has
been marked by a string of achievements, including
concert and festival production, such as Electric Zoo,
event creation and management, and the successful
launch of nightclubs and bars.

With more than a decade of expertise in curating and
overseeing VIP lifestyle experiences, Nathan Leong is a
true hospitality virtuoso. His renown within the industry
revolves around his consistent involvement in nightlife,
talent acquisition, event promotions, and VIP concierge
services. Nathan's unwavering passion and commitment
to excellence have firmly established him as one of the
industry's emerging luminaries.

NATHAN LEONG



WE are a
state of
mind.



EL GRUPO SN a destination -
a state of mind -
unrestricted by time or
space. It's an oasis for
those seeking respite
from the daily grind of
the urban jungle.



We believe that the memorable, magical and welcoming
experiences of a paradise is a state-of-mind, so is El
Grupo SN. It’s about setting a playful state-of-mind
where the guests can forget about all their troubles and
live in the moment. 

We constantly have open mind and appetite to discover
new fashion, music and traditions allowing us to
connect with new cultures. We are a vibe. We are an
escape from reality for the mind and body. Anything is
possible with El Grupo SN .

We are limitless in what we can do and offer.
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Creativity Passion Integrity Hospitality Accountability
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With experience being the forefront of our
thinking it’s only natural that the social aspect
of what we do is not only elevated to new levels
seen within the industry but most importantly
delivered on a sustained and consistent basis. 

All of our properties have great spaces for
guests and locals to hang out, make new
friends, drink and party. 

1M
286M
 80K 

3K

MILLION WEB
VISITS PER
YEAR

FACEBOOK
FOLLOWERS

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWERS

AUDIENCE
FROM PRESS
COVERAGE
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EL Grupo SN consistently strives to be at the forefront of innovation &
technological change. In March 2022 Somewhere Nowhere became the
first nightclub in New York City to accept cryptocurrency legally as a form
of payment powered by Coinbase and is still the only nightclub in NYC to
do so. Since launching the ability to accept crypto as a form of payment
Somewhere Nowhere has processed over $ 1 million in crypto payments
on its network.

SWNW Lab's launched our own NFT art project titled The Somethings. 
Our mission is to provide attendees and potential NFT holders with a
clear understanding of the value behind owning an NFT from The
Somethings Collection, showcasing real-world experiences and utilities.

NFT & CRYPTO 05

NFT VIDEO

CRYPTO: 

NFT’S:

INTERVIEW

https://youtu.be/FfHE8KkNasU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6Jo5EGlRts
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Somewhere Nowhere
Nightclub 

9 Jones
Restaurant
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Somewhere Nowhere
From the moment of arrival, Somewhere Nowhere transports you

to another world. This 5,516 square foot luxury day life and
nightlife destination is designed to artfully merge progressive
sound and lighting technology with garden-inspired decor and

magical design to indulge guests in an immersive nightlife
experience. Located a top of the Renaissance New York Chelsea
Hotel, you can expect stunning 360-degree views of Manhattan

majestic skyline.

 As an acclaimed music destination, Somewhere Nowhere
attracts the world’s premier electronic performers including the

most in-demand DJs and live acts around the globe.
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Somewhere Nowehere



SOMEWHERE NOWEHERE
CORPORATE EVENTS

View Private events Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4J7Dw0T_S8


SOMEWHERE NOWEHERE
AFTER-WORK EVENTS

View After-work Video

https://youtu.be/u_Fn3vxBrOU


SOMEWHERE NOWEHERE
NIGHTLIFE EVENTS

View Nightlife Video

https://youtu.be/Iwxf3yCeXwo
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9 JONES
Indulge in hearty classic Greek cuisine, 9 Jones is an intimate

Supper Club inspired by posh social clubs and the grit and
glam of New York.

The brainchild of a collection of gatekeepers behind some of
New York’s most iconic hospitality and nightlife destinations

have come together to create the perfect room- a
sophisticated, sexy ambiance for private conversations and

discreteness.

Once seated, guests can select from an assortment of well-
crafted signature drinks or its show stopping vintage black

and gold Cocktail Trolley Service
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9 Jones
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 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Our Services

Our extensive experience spans from project conception and development to
pre-opening preparations and continuous daily supervision, guaranteeing an
enhanced guest experience across every facet of our collaborations. We are
dedicated to optimizing operations by implementing revenue-generating
initiatives and cost-saving strategies in close partnership with ownership. 

Our internal design department is committed to assisting property owners in the
construction or refurbishment of both new and pre-existing structures. We offer
valuable insights and recommendations concerning the choice of project
architects and interior designers. Additionally, we take the helm in overseeing
the branding aspects, providing assessments and feedback on conceptual
designs, schematics, and construction plans.

El Grupo SN boasts an impressive history of creating acclaimed establishments, when you choose to collaborate
with us, you tap into the unique essence of El Grupo SN Hospitality. Our unwavering commitment to core values
drives us to craft extraordinary experiences, all made possible through the following array of services:

WHITE LABEL DEVELOPMENT & OPERATIONS

Our proficient design and marketing teams have a proven track record of
crafting exclusive white-label brands, starting from the conceptual design
phase and extending to the comprehensive management of venues,
including intricate food and beverage resort planning. With an encompassing
spectrum of services, we excel in every aspect of the process, from initial
brand development to meticulous market research.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The Opening Task Force has meticulously crafted a thorough pre-opening
procedure that encompasses vital milestones, laid out in a detailed itemized
critical path. This meticulous planning is designed to prepare for the project's
opening day and establish a foundation for long-term success. Our dynamic
team leverages its extensive expertise in combination with cutting-edge
industry tools and technology to guarantee a seamless project launch.

PRE-OPENING SUPPORT SERVICES
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Our dedicated team of hospitality leaders offers operational support in
various capacities. Whether it's crafting a new brand, conceptualizing a
project, conducting market research and feasibility studies for a new
venture, or optimizing an existing operation to enhance profitability, our
team stands prepared to unleash the full potential of any project.

GLOBAL MARKETING REACH & NETWORK

Our dedicated team, comprising experts in various marketing disciplines
such as social media, digital marketing, and both traditional and
grassroots public relations, possesses an intimate knowledge of local
dynamics.

They conduct thorough market and competitive analyses to gain a
comprehensive understanding of your specific needs. Additionally, they
oversee the recruitment and management of local marketing team
members and support agencies. From this wealth of information, we create
a comprehensive marketing plan that takes into account the local
characteristics and uniqueness of each market, while also maintaining a
harmonious balance to contribute to the overall success of our global
marketing strategy.

El Grupo SN offers our partners a multi-tiered marketing approach that
guides a new venue through its pre-opening phase, orchestrates a series
of grand opening events, and continues to support it throughout its first
year of operations.

PARTNERSHIPS, EVENTS AND ACTIVATIONS

Flexible event design that includes unique spaces with varying decor
including indoor and outdoor options 
State-of-the-art sound and production capabilities 
Unique in-venue branding opportunities and activation's
Co-branded marketing 
Prominent back bar display
Access to A-List talent and celebrities to make any event a major
success 
Specialized and personalized service by a team experienced in creating
memorable events

The prominent features that put us at the forefront of event design and
branded experiences are:

Our Services



Let's collaborate

112 West 25th Street
38 & 39th Floor
New York, NY, 10001

Address
info@elgruposn.com
Email

(201)-951-6772
Phone

Reach Out to US

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?fs=1&tf=cm&source=mailto&to=info%40elgruposn.com
mailto:info@elgruposn.com

